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Figure 1. Colin Mathieson, personal archive, scan from colour reversal film, 1968-1969
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Introduction
Three years ago I discovered a collection of Kodachrome transparencies belonging to my
stepfather. These were taken in a timeframe spanning the 60s and 70s, documenting a life rendered
wholly inaccessible to me by the decades since. Some of the images are familiar, despite this
distance: a young family in fluorescent swimming costumes running under the spray of a backyard
sprinkler – same dad, same scene, different kids, different time. The images that most interest me,
however, are those that are entirely alien to me. Documents of the time and place a 23-year-old man
(who remains unknown to me) found himself in – the Vietnam War. Upon discovery of these images, I
was simultaneously fascinated and terrified. Even now, I look at them with a guilty hunger – lapping
up the details, constructing my own narratives, all the while feeling like an intruder. Like many
veterans of this war, my stepfather rarely spoke of his experiences. As a child I always wanted to
know more. As an adolescent I came to understand the reasons for his silence. Now, with the stories
finally, truly, eternally beyond my reach, I hold these clues to all those untold stories, passive under
my gaze and my imagination.
The discovery of these images, and the subsequent sorting and scanning of them for personal
archives, marked the beginning of a project that has stretched across the years since. Following the
death of my stepfather, they were revisited briefly, but after that it was years before I gave them any
further thought. In the meantime, I began to work with corruption in digital image files. I had been
working with spontaneously corrupted images in order to explore notions of mortality and memory
(see Figure 3). For this purpose I considered the breakdown of digital files as conceptually similar to
ash or dust. After extensive work with spontaneously occurring corruption, I became intrigued by the
possibility of manufacturing corruption in image files. It was at this stage of the process that I revisited
the scans I had made of my stepfather’s images of the war.
After exploring a range of methods by which to force file corruption, I settled upon a process
that involves opening an image file (.jpeg) in a word processing program, revealing the image’s code
as editable text (see Figure 2). This allowed me to alter that code and resave the image as a jpeg.
Issues that had to be overcome at this stage included discerning the optimum file size and type. Too
small or compressed, and the file was too volatile (see Figure 4); too large, and it was too difficult to
initiate an adequate amount of corruption. I set myself rules on how to alter the code, playing on the
tension between the spontaneity of the process and the level of control exerted by my mediation.

5

The resulting images are fragmented and disjointed, with the appearance of horizontal lines
reminiscent of sedimentary layers of rock in the earth’s crust. This digital glitch, or corruption,
mechanical in nature, is combined in these images with the remaining evidence of the more organic
disruptions accumulated by the slides – in the form of dust, fingerprints, scratches, and even what
appears to be mould. Despite the various scars and colour variances that occur as a result of the
corruption process, the corrupted images still retain some of the signifiers of the original photographs.
Visible through these disruptions, we are able to make out the clouds, aircraft, flora, sun, and distant
cities of Vietnam, as perceived by a 23-year-old Australian boy in 1969 (see Figure 5).
This paper outlines the most significant influences and shifts throughout the process of
exploring this project. In order to concisely and clearly communicate these key elements of the work, I
have divided this paper into three distinct yet interconnected segments to reflect the three specific
branches that developed in my research. This segmentation under the headings A Game of Chance,
Dis/remember, and Disruption, allows for clearer communication of the process of this project, while
allowing the reader room to determine the points of intersection between these sections. It is in these
areas of overlap, within the layering of information and ideas, that the most compelling considerations
about mortality may begin to arise.

Figure 2. Emily Sandrussi, screen shot of image code, as viewed in Text Edit, 2013
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Figure 3. Emily Sandrussi, from the series Picture Element, archival pigment print, 2011-2012
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Figure 4. Emily Sandrussi, experiment in corruption, 2013
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Figure 5. Emily Sandrussi, from the series Domino Theory, archival pigment print 50x50cm, 2013
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A Game of Chance
In a world held to ransom by the Cold War, the Western Bloc’s involvement in the Vietnam War
was motivated more by strategic and political agenda than by any sense of morality or justice. For the
Australian troops drafted into service, it was at best a matter of duty. The “Lottery of Death” left the
1

fate of the nation’s young men entirely to chance, as helpless loved ones looked on in fear. This cold,
impersonal game of chance is what sent 15,381 Australian men to Vietnam, my stepfather among
2

them. By the time the war came to an end, the attitude of the general public in Australia was so
severely anti-War that those returning to civilian life were plagued by feelings of guilt and shame,
vilified by well meaning protestors, and tormented by the suffering they had experienced and
witnessed, with little or no support made available to them.
I have come to regard the war as a dividing wall in my stepfather’s life, an event that
permanently severed the boy he was from the man he became. A single moment in time that gave
birth to one while the other died. A moment determined by a game of chance. Like many of the
3

“young and strong and clean” men who marched into this war, my amateur photographer stepfather
went armed with his camera, and the snapshots he captured endure as relics of this transformative
event. Viewed only a handful of times in the decades since their capture, they offer an intimate view
into the experiences of their creator, photographs innocent of political agenda and free from the
weighty associations that overly familiar images may carry (see Figure 6). As much as any
photographs can be, they are a simple testament to a moment in time.
One possible meaning for photographs such as these is that they help servicemen and women
make sense of their experiences in war. By transforming the world around them into two dimensional,
collectable and unchangeable images which may be revisited as often as they wish, photography,
perhaps, hands some element of control back to individuals who feel overwhelmed by the
unpredictability and enormity of war. Perhaps, for a society removed from the conflict, such images
contribute to a greater understanding of the reality of war, and a deeper empathy for those directly
affected. Perhaps they serve to make war more accessible to the general public. Similarly, the
commissioning of official war art for the purpose of “creating a personal and informed representation

1

“Australia and the Vietnam War | Conscription | The Birthday Ballot”, Department of Veterans’ Affairs, accessed 28 August

2013, http://vietnam-war.commemoration.gov.au/conscription/birthday-ballot.php.
2

Ibid.
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John Schumann, I Was Only Nineteen, (New York: Epic Records, 1983).
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of [a] conflict” may provide a sort of catharsis by recontextualising the weighty horrors of wartime in a
more readily accessible manner, and lending a greater meaning to the seeming chaos of death and
4

suffering. The commissioning of official war art by the Australian War Memorial is a tradition that has
endured since Australia’s involvement in World War One.
In 2009 artist Shaun Gladwell was sent to Afghanistan to tour with the Australian Defence
Force under the Official War Art Scheme. His observations of the soldiers’ experiences, especially in
relation to technology and landscape, inspired the production of a number of works across a variety of
media including video, photography, and painting. In his video work POV mirror sequence (Tarin
Kowt) (see Figures 7 and 8), Gladwell literally puts the camera into the hands of Australian soldiers.
The work is an “intentionally active portrait of a soldier”, with first one, and then another soldier circling
5

Gladwell (also armed with a camera), each filming the other. There is a sense of communion in the
way these “shooters” mirror each other’s steps, each intimately in tune to every move the other
makes. There is also the potential for violence in the act of filming each other in this way, mirroring the
use of weapons, yet here the shooters seem vulnerable before the camera and confident in the
control of their own instrument. The work is simultaneously something that is being done to the
soldiers, and by them. This raises questions of the role soldiers play in distant harsh landscapes, and
the purpose of the wars they fight. There is a sense of repetition in the men’s orbiting of each other; a
suggested notion of meaninglessness is reflected in the very literal circles each makes around the
other. We begin to view these soldiers as players on the stage of war, powerless to change the
course of events, finding what small elements of influence they are able to exact.
In Tim Hetherington’s Sleeping Soldiers, the vulnerability of soldiers in war is even more
prominent. The American servicemen depicted are not armed with cameras – they are not armed at
all. The images were captured in the Korangal Valley, Afghanistan, where, with filmmaker Sebastian
Junger, Hetherington lived and worked alongside a platoon of American soldiers for a period of time
spanning 2007 and 2008, documenting the banal and extreme aspects of their lives through video
and photography. Sleeping Soldiers was produced in 2009, originally shown as an immersive three

4

“Australian Official War Artists", Australian War Memorial, accessed 28 August 2013,

http://www.awm.gov.au/encyclopedia/war_artists/artists.asp.
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“Shaun Gladwell: Afghanistan – Video”, Australian War Memorial, accessed 28 August 2013
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6

screen installation, and since recreated as a single screen work for viewing online. The still images
used in this work were also published in his 2010 book Infidel (along with many others made during
his time in Afghanistan), as well as being exhibited as a series of photographic prints (see Figures 9
7

and 10). The images offer a picture of these men in a rare moment of serenity, their sleeping forms
illustrating the powerlessness and vulnerability of the individual in wartime. Unlike Gladwell,
Hetherington makes no effort to hand any element of control back to his subjects, instead using the
innocence of sleep as a way to reflect on their powerlessness. We are able to discern their personal
effects; clothing, tattoos, jewellery, and pictures, all of which hint at their individual personalities and
the lives they lead away from war, making the images seem all the more intimate. These images
refuse to make heavy handed political commentary, instead turning the mass media-constructed
image of the fearless warrior on its head. They defy the socially acceptable view of the stoic soldier by
showing the men as individuals in their most vulnerable and human state of being.
In many ways, my work diverges from Hetherington’s, which is so richly flavoured by the
personalities of the men he portrays, in its lack of identifying marks. There is little (if anything) in the
images to suggest the kind of man or soldier my stepfather was. There remains, however, the
understanding that these are snapshots taken by an amateur. Perhaps it is the things that are lacking
in the images that hint at the identity of the photographer – more formal composition or shocking
imagery might suggest a trained photojournalist, yet these are plain – banal – despite the conditions
in which they were taken. The act of corrupting the image files, however, serves to underscore their
vulnerability, and a fragility that can be projected back onto their maker, simultaneously illustrating the
lack of control the individual has over events such as war and the lack of control we have over our
own mortality. In this way, like the work of Shaun Gladwell and Tim Hetherington, my work plays on
notions of power and control, and the lack thereof, as experienced by individuals in wartime.

6

“Sleeping Soldiers_single screen (2009)”, Tim Hetherington, accessed 27 July 2013, http://vimeo.com/18395855.
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Tim Hetherington, Infidel, (London: Chris Boot Ltd, 2010).
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Figure 6. Colin Mathieson, personal archive, scan from colour reversal film, 1968-1969
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Figure 8. Shaun Gladwell, still from POV mirror sequence (Tarin Kowt), 2 channel synchronised HD
video, stereo audio, 16:9, 8 minutes, 22 seconds, 2009-2010

Figure 7. Shaun Gladwell, still from POV mirror sequence (Tarin Kowt), 2 channel synchronised HD
video, stereo audio, 16:9, 8 minutes, 22 seconds, 2009-2010
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Figure 10. Tim Hetherington, Kim, Korengal Valley, Kunar Province, Afghanistan, from the series
Sleeping Soldiers, Digital C-print 76.2 x 114.3cm, 2008

Figure 9. Tim Hetherington, Mace, Korengal Valley, Kunar Province, Afghanistan, from the series
Sleeping Soldiers, Digital C-print 76.2 x 114.3cm, 2008
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Figure 11. Emily Sandrussi, from the series Domino Theory, archival pigment print 50x50cm, 2013
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Dis/remember
The discovery of my stepfather’s photographs from the Vietnam War filled me simultaneously
with awe and sadness. Awe because of the revelation of this chapter of history made available to me
through the photographs, sadness as a result of the realisation that these photographs represented
so many stories I would never hear. This sense of loss reawakened in me a familiar grief, as I felt as
though my stepfather had once again died, at least in part. The photographs were representative of a
man I had never met, my stepfather as he existed before and during the war. The version of him that I
met years later was a product of this experience, as well as the decades of experience in between.
The version of him depicted through the photographs had long since died. Like Roland Barthes as he
viewed one of the final portraits made of Lewis Payne, I was struck by the realisation that “he is dead
8

and he is going to die” (see Figures 1 and 12). This notion of the erasure of a past self made possible
a wider reflection on the nature of remembering and history, and the effects of time on memory. Even
without the experience of an event as significant as war, individuals are constantly dying to their
former selves through the passage of time. The “me” of five years, or five minutes ago is just as dead
in the present moment as my stepfather at 21, or even 64 years old. The war, as a moment of
significant change, offered me a specific event by which to explore this sense of recurring death.
Knowing, as I do, only some of the devastating effect the war had on my stepfather’s psyche
(his life), it is difficult not to view the pre-war boy as a more real, or at least better, version of the man,
one untainted by such suffering and grief. Such is the danger of remembering the past – it so easily
lends itself to idealisation, a sense of awe and reverence that elevates history as more sacred, more
innocent, than the present. Viewing my not-yet-stepfather in this sense could only serve to devalue, or
even to vilify, the “he” of later years, painting him merely as an inferior copy of the original. In Untimely
Meditations, Nietzsche warns against this idealisation of the past through drawing a distinction
9

between historical and unhistorical experience. Cattle, he states, are wholly unhistorical beings,
having no memory, thus living entirely in the present moment. He describes their existence as happy,
but not ideal for man, as they are happy but complacent. He also examines the opposite, suggesting
that any man living in an entirely historical sense (remembering everything) would be so anchored to
the past as to be crippled into inaction. Nietzsche takes this concept to the extreme, considering the
8

Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Hill and Wang, 1981) 95-96.

9

Friedrich Nietzsche, "On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life." in Untimely Meditations, trans. R.J. Hollingdale

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 60-61.
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risks of the oversaturation of an age with history, with specific focus on the weakened personality of
the modern man, resulting from a conflict between the inner (the accumulation of learned history) and
10

the outer, which remains unaffected by this knowledge (“[he] masks himself as a cultivated man”) .
Instead of either remembering or forgetting exclusively, he claims the necessity of both in equal
measure; “forgetting is essential to action of any kind, just as not only light but darkness too is
11

essential for the life of everything organic” . Nietzsche then goes on to explore the different attitudes
and relationships humanity has with the past, seeking to define the point where such a balance may
be found.
Considering this in light of my stepfather’s photographs (as an artefact from a history both
personal and national), we may begin to consider also the psychological effects of war on those
involved. My stepfather, like many veterans, avoided most discussions about the specifics of his
experience. Setting aside issues of posttraumatic stress disorder for the moment, we may consider
this specific trait, on a very basic level, as a coping mechanism – a selective forgetting in order to
progress. Nietzsche suggests that forgetting is vital to action of any kind, stating that the man who
12

acts “forgets most things so as to do one thing” . Veterans of war perhaps illustrate this most clearly,
as it would surely take considerable strength of character to constantly remember everything of the
horrific experience of war and continue to live a productive post-war life. Rather, as Nietzsche
suggests, it may be considered much more realistic and beneficial to forget.
The way Australian society and the individual have remembered (or forgotten) aspects of the
Vietnam War has been heavily influenced by the stigma attached to Vietnam veterans until recent
years, and the Australian Government’s disavowal of responsibility. Even now, forty years later, a
degree of the unknown surrounds the events of the War. The mere fact that today there are still
biographies being published and documentaries being filmed confirms that there is still more to be
said, and that, despite the efforts of organisations like the Vietnam Veterans Association, there remain
veterans (and families of veterans) who still suffer through the repercussions of their involvement in
the war. On a basic level, the event is rendered largely inaccessible due to the passage of years, an
inaccessibility that is only compounded by the more complex issues of personal experience and
political opinion.
10

Ibid.

11

Ibid., 62.
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Ibid., 64.
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In opposition to this selective silencing of history, in 1997, twenty-two years after the conclusion
of the Vietnam War, a community of artists, veterans, entertainers, and others came together to
remember their first hand experiences of it. The Viêt Nam Voices exhibition, held at Casula
Powerhouse, ambitiously sought to assemble individuals with a wide range of viewpoints on the war.
So it was that pacifists and protestors came to exhibit and share their memories alongside conscripts
and Vietnamese civilians. The exhibition was unique in its inclusivity, and what resulted was a moving
collection of stories and memories, artworks and artefacts, which together portrayed a multifaceted
view of the way the war had affected individuals, families, and societies at the time of the conflict, and
long afterwards. Experiencing this exhibition in the present day, via the detailed catalogue (which
includes stories, poems, and essays as well as photographs and visual artworks) has permitted me
an entry point into the past, allowing for greater empathy with the experiences and memories
conveyed.

13

Through exploring these, I began to discover commonalities between the stories of these

strangers and those of my stepfather. I came to consider the unifying nature of common experience,
especially (in the case of veterans) in relation to feelings of guilt and anxiety.
Ben Quilty’s recent commissioned artwork entitled After Afghanistan explores the shared
psychological effects of war on the individuals who experience it firsthand. The work, created after
spending time with Australian troops in Afghanistan in 2011, is comprised of a series of large-scale oil
paintings created in the artist’s studio in New South Wales. Quilty made the paintings after asking the
returned servicemen and women to select a pose indicative of some of their most significant
14

experiences during their deployment (see Figures 13 and 14). In this way, Quilty’s work, like Viêt
Nam Voices, explores the emotional and mental effects of war in general via the experiences of
individuals. Quilty, however, has shown less concern for attempting a holistic and unbiased account of
war, submitting instead to the selective nature of documenting history, and taking a more focussed,
partial view. There is a tension between the weight of all the stories untold, and the single facet we
are presented with. Perhaps this is hinted at in the contrast between the apparent urgency in the
artist’s brushstrokes and the understanding of the quantity of time that must have gone into each
portrait: time spent in Afghanistan, when Quilty first began to form relationships with the soldiers; time
13

Adam Lucas, Ed. Viêt Nam Voices (Casula: Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre, 1997).
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“Ben Quilty: After Afghanistan”, Australian War Memorial, accessed 18 May 2013, http://www.awm.gov.au/exhibitions/quilty/.
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spent in his studio, talking, posing, and sketching; time for the artwork to be physically painted; and
the time required for the dense paint to eventually dry. Through the use of a limited palette of blacks,
browns, and reds (in addition to Quilty’s signature exposed white of the canvas), the artist creates a
series of paintings that depict an internal landscape that is bleak and anguished. The servicemen and
women are presented as damaged and vulnerable, silent and interchangeable, with their individual
selves hidden, and their stories remaining untold. We view them not as individuals, but as a
representation of all those involved in war. We consider their experiences, their stories, not as their
own, but as a part of the common experience of all servicemen and women, and as a wider reflection
on the nature of human suffering. Unlike Shaun Gladwell, Quilty does not hand any element of control
back to his subjects. Instead, by asking them to remove their clothing, he presents them as entirely
vulnerable and passive; subject to his ultimate control as artist and author of their stories.

20

Figure 12. Alexander Gardner, photograph of Lewis Payne, 1865
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Figure 13. Ben Quilty, Captain S, after Afghanistan, oil on linen 210 x 230cm, 2012
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Figure 14. Ben Quilty, Captain Kate Porter, after Afghanistan, oil on linen 180 x 170 cm, 2012
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Disruption
The digital image is built of code comprised of letters, numerals, punctuation, and symbols.
This code is like a roadmap, or a series of instructions defining the contents of the image. When there
is an error during the reading or writing of this code, the resulting image is corrupted, with visual
disruptions to the colour or form of the image. This corruption is often harnessed in the production of
glitch art. By using data corruption, or “the glitch”, glitch art examines the nature of the medium,
working with and exposing the materiality of the digital photograph. In my practice I have come to see
the visual effects of the glitch as a symbol of breakdown and decay, of the transient nature of life.
Mobilising the glitch in this way allows me entry to wider reflections on the nature of mortality and
remembering, and the way we collectively and as individuals relate to these themes. Like memories
and photographs, the nature of life and matter is that it inevitably comes to an end. Bodies, as well as
memories, break down, fail, and ultimately return to dust.
Symbolically, dust has often been linked with themes of death or decay. Once thought the
smallest divisible particle of matter, dust serves as a reminder of the fragility and temporality of
existence.

15

During the prevalence of analogue photography, darkroom-dwelling photographers

fought a constant battle against the threat of dust – a substance that permeated every stage of the
photographic process from exposure to print. With these historic and thematic understandings of dust
in mind, my work has introduced the glitch as a contemporary digital incarnation of the occurrence of
dust. The glitch, like dust, serves as a reminder of the materiality and fragility of the photographic
image; its presence signifies an absence, a failure in the act of documentation. Like dust, it is used as
a testament to the frailty of existence.
Thomas Ruff explores a similar failure in digital imaging in his 2004 series jpegs. The work
uses a range of images sourced from the Internet, including those of the September 11 World Trade
Centre attacks, to highlight the flaws in the medium and to question the nature of the distribution of
these images (see Figure 16). The series considers the manner in which the event itself was
overshadowed by the influx of images and footage documenting it that flooded the Internet. Through
the act of enlarging these compressed digital files well beyond the usual constraints of their
resolution, Ruff introduces an extra element of space between the viewer and the events depicted in

15

Joseph A. Amato, Dust: A History of the Small and Invisible, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California. London:

University of California, 2000), 2.
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the image. The disruption provided by the pixellation and distortion of the enlarged images requires
the viewer, rather than looking straight through the picture as a window to the September 11 attacks,
to consider the image as an object in itself. In this way the image, and not just the event signified,
serves as a symbol or a reminder of the viewer’s mortality.
In The Day Nobody Died, Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanarin similarly utilise the materiality
of the medium to reflect on notions of mortality. Armed with a 50 metre long roll of photographic
paper, each day of their 2008 tour with the British Army in Afghanistan they would unroll the paper to
7 meters, exposing the light sensitive surface to the sun for 20 seconds. The resulting images stretch
across the gallery wall, long and thin. They are minimal, with simple colour gradations and sections of
dense black (see Figure 15). In this unique response to war, the non-representational images appear
stark and comfortless. They “deny the viewer the cathartic effect offered up by the conventional
16

language of photographic responses to conflict and suffering” . As in Ruff’s work, the viewer is
required to consider the image as an object. In an attempt to create a similar effect, I have chosen
images uncluttered by traditional signifiers of wartime. Some, on first glance, appear almost as plain
fields of colour, only interrupted by the presence of the glitch. Images such as these are less about
specific events of war, and more about the experience in general. They say less about heroics,
honour, and glory, and leave room for reflections on the nature of the photographic (or digital) image
and the role it plays in our understanding of such events, without attempting to make sense of them.
Like Ruff, I have used the glitch in my work to highlight the fragile materiality of the digital
image. Additionally, visual disruptions to the images occur in the form of dust, fingerprints, scratches,
and other marks the slides have accumulated over the years (see Figure 17). This layering of marks
within the photographic image can be compared with the act of remembering. At the moment of
capture (the initial experience), various choices are made by the photographer (what to frame within
the image, perspective or viewpoint) with varying degrees of awareness or intentionality. The
photograph contains the mark or marks of the photographer in much the same way as memories are
laid down under the influence of emotions associated with an event. Additionally, we may consider
each subsequent disruption to the image, such as a fingerprint, as symbolic of the fading or altering of
memories over time. Details become foggier, more distant; specifics become harder to recall; and our
overall impression of a remembered event may become flavoured by subsequent experiences. Each
16

“The Day Nobody Died : ADAM BROOMBERG & OLIVER CHANARIN” Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanarin, accessed 13

September 2013, http://www.choppedliver.info/the-day-nobody-died/.
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time the original images were revisited (viewing, printing, processing, scanning them etc.) a new mark
was added (dust, scratches, fingerprints, etc.). Through the deliberate, but not wholly controllable,
introduction of the digital glitch as another disruption, these earlier disruptions are brought to the
foreground, and may be considered in a different light, not as clumsy accidents that devalue the
images as they were originally created, but as elements as inherent to the images as those in the
original compositions. There is a dialogue between the organic shapes of the dust and scratches and
the hard tessellation of the digital glitch. Just as dust was once an inconvenience for the analogue
photographer to avoid, contemporary digital photography requires precautions to be taken against file
corruption. By maintaining evidence of both of these forms of “dust” in the images, the passage of
time as evidenced by the progress in technology is made clear.
The introduction of the glitch to my work required the implementation of rules and methods by
which to mediate the results. This practice only ever permitted partial control, however, with the exact
outcome never fully predictable. As such, I was required to make certain choices in the images and
glitches I chose to include in the final work. These choices were mostly aesthetic in nature, choosing
images that complemented each other in their colours and compositions. While I had a clear concept
of what kinds of image I did not want to include (those depicting too strong a signifier of war, or those
with an aesthetic too familiar in “glitch” art, for example), it was only upon viewing the images I had
created that I knew I wanted to include them. This led to an almost obsessive pursuit of these images
I deemed acceptable, as I created countless images, dismissing those which were too familiar, or too
far distorted, and clinging only to those which seemed (almost) to encapsulate the entirety of these
themes. There was a sense of anticipatory hope in this process; the expectation that the next image,
the next one, would be perfect, despite the fact that the outcome for each image was subject entirely
to chance. This tension between order and chaos, the random and unrepeatable against the clear
imprint of my interference as artist and author, is of crucial significance in the work, reflecting the
nature of memory and our relationship with the past, while finding similar significance in the
randomness of the conscription “birthday ballot” explored earlier. I discovered a point of intersection
between my methods and the cruel lottery that marked the beginning of my stepfather’s experience of
war. This opened up greater reflections on chance and predictability, bringing to mind the image of a
coin toss – as in the game of two-up, a significant ANZAC Day tradition.

26

There is a similar tension in my work between analogue and digital technologies, or material
and virtual objects. The simultaneously appearing evidence of literal, physical dust and the digital
glitch in the work is an acknowledgement of these dualities. By choosing to display them as archival
pigment prints, reincarnating them again as physical objects, my aim is to convey a sense of both
permanence and fragility. The print, to a contemporary audience, may be considered as being fixed,
final, or unalterable; but it also seems vulnerable in comparison to digital data, which is viewed as
having the potential to be endlessly backed up, copied, or restored. The material world is seen as
being more susceptible to decay, fire, or theft. This tension between permanence and temporality in
relation to the digital and the material, as explored through the use of glitch, has been crucial
throughout the development of the work, ultimately allowing the prints to behave both as objects and
images.
The counterbalance between object and image in my work is illustrated in the choices I have
made for exhibition. The prints are framed like artworks, suggesting they should be viewed as art.
Displaying them in a grid, however, underlines their “object-ness”. Clinical and scientific in nature, the
grid serves to remove the images somewhat from the realm of “art”, while offering new ways for the
images to interact with each other. Through stacking the images three deep, the visual effects of the
glitch are multiplied, carrying vertically and diagonally through the images as well as across.
Recurring motifs such as planes, sunsets, and the corrupted black border weave in and out of the
overall composition, disappearing in one image and reappearing in another. Within the grid, the
differences and similarities in these images initiate a dialogue with each other, both allowing the
viewer’s eye to dance across the landscape, and offering places for it to rest.
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Figure 16. Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanarin, The Day That Nobody Died, Installation view,
Unique C-type 76.2x600 cm, 2008

Figure 15. Thomas Ruff, jpeg ny02, Chromogenic print 2.69 x 3.64 m, 2004
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Figure 17. Emily Sandrussi, from the series Domino Theory, archival pigment print 50x50cm, 2013
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Conclusion
The title Domino Theory arose in the final stages of this work. It was chosen for its direct link
to the political landscape surrounding the Vietnam War, as well as for its broader implications. I felt it
appropriately mirrored the nature of the project’s development – one thought, experiment, question, or
image leading to multiple new thoughts, experiments, questions, and images, and so on. The image
of a line of dominos standing to attention seemed to me to echo rows of soldiers; the abrasive
clacking sound of their fall perhaps likened to gunfire. Finally, the geometric tessellation of dominos,
the imperfect jagged line they form when felled, reflects so beautifully the harsh, staggered black
mark of corruption that repeats inexactly throughout the images in my work.
This “domino effect” in my research made for what felt like an organic progression of ideas. I
began the project without any sense of a fixed direction or desired outcome. Instead, I began with an
unassuming exploration of the digital glitch. As the project progressed, other areas of interest would
inevitably emerge. Ultimately, these took me in three directions: the study of war; a theoretical enquiry
into the nature of remembering; and the practical experimentation in the creation of file corruption. My
paper has sought to address these three distinct tangents, in particular the points at which they
intersect. Through the process of writing I have developed a deeper understanding of each of these
areas of research, arriving at the conclusion that they are not so much independent segments of the
same work, but rather they are strands, as of a braid, which together make a whole. This
interconnectedness has raised some difficulties in the writing of this paper, as there are some
components that have relevance for more than one strand. In these instances, decisions have had to
be made in the interests of clarity and conciseness. Likewise, the nature of the project means that the
total scope of my research was far greater than that which is presented here. The project naturally led
to a vast array of tangents, which, though of great interest, were necessarily pruned back in order to
maintain the word limit. The concepts explored here are only those of explicit interest to the
understanding of this project and the processes involved.
It is my intention for this work that the glitch allows the viewer to consider the images as
objects, and that this would open up reflections on the nature of photography, especially in a digital
realm. It is my hope that from this viewpoint, the work might encourage thoughts about the experience
of war or suffering, forgetting, documenting, and our relationship with our own mortality (our future),
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and with the past – and our attempts at exacting some element of control over all these largely
uncontrollable matters.

Figure 18. Emily Sandrussi, diagram of potential layout for exhibition, 2013
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Figure 19. Emily Sandrussi, from the series Domino Theory, archival pigment print 50x50cm, 2013
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